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Getting Your Textures out of Substance Painter 
and into Renderman 

Hello! If you feel lost in the world of texturing with Substance Painter and Renderman, 
hopefully this helps! 

This Tech Paper will go over: 
● How to set up your Substance Painter project workflow so that your textures are

compatible with Renderman
● How to Export your textures out of Substance Painter
● How to set up a PxrSurface material and import your textures in Renderman
● How to use your Height map with a PxrDisplace node
● PxrSurface and Surface Materials
● What to do if you used the wrong Substance Painter project workflow

( If you’re reading this in Acrobat: use the PDF Bookmarks to navigate!) 



Section 1: Setting up your Substance Painter Project 

1. When you create a new project, make sure you set the workflow Template to PBR
Specular Glossiness. This cannot be changed later.

a. Renderman uses DirectX, so set that as the Normal map Format
b. If your UV map uses UDIMs, check the box for “Create texture set per UDIM tile”

2. Reason why you should use PBR Specular Glossiness:
a. Renderman’s PxrSurface material has parameters for Diffuse Color, Specular

Color, and Specular Roughness.
b. PBR Specular Glossiness includes Diffuse, Specular, and Glossiness channels.

i. Because Renderman uses Roughness and not Glossiness, we will have
to invert the Glossiness map when we import it into Renderman.

1. (Glossiness and Roughness are the inverses of each other)
ii. For the record, you can add or delete output channels in your Texture Set

Settings. However, if you add a Roughness channel, it won’t work with the
SpecGloss workflow (i.e. the Roughness sliders just do nothing).
Therefore, we have no choice but to use Glossiness. We’ll get to inverting
it in the Renderman section. Don’t worry, it’s super easy.



Section 2: Exporting from Substance Painter 

1. File > Export textures
2. Click on the Configuration Tab. Click on the PBR SpecGloss Preset on the left.

Right-click and Duplicate it. Rename it to Renderman23_SpecGloss
a. Make any changes to the output maps if you need to. For example, I deleted the

Emissive output map from my configuration, because I won’t need it. You can
also rename the output maps if you’d like.

b. In case you want to know how this works: The Input maps on the right
correspond with the channels in your Texture Set. The colored square icons are
there to indicate which channel is being used for each output map in your
configuration (i.e. Diffuse is being used for DiffuseColor, hence the purple icon
next to both)

i. If you try to use an input for a channel that doesn’t exist in your Texture
Set Settings, then the output map will not export correctly.

ii. The RGB, A, and Gr tags on the output maps indicate what color mode
they use. Example: Glossiness never uses RGB, only Greyscale
information, so it only has a Gr tag.

3. Click back to the Export tab. Check to make sure everything is how you want it.



4. Hit Export.
5. Keep in mind: The name of your fbx file, Texture set, and Output maps will appear in

your texture file name. It may look something like: e054_DO_Door_DiffuseColor.ext



Section 3: Importing Textures into Renderman 

1. Open your file in Maya, switch to the Renderman tab, and assign your asset a
PxrSurface material (The famous Pixar Ball icon)

a. One way to assign the material: If you have an object selected when you click the
icon, it will automatically assign the PxrSurface material to that object.

b. Another method: you can create the PxrSurface material alone, then open the
Hypershade window, right-click and hold on the newly created material, and hit
“Assign Material to Selected”

2. Open the Hypershade window
a. Name your PxrSurface and Shader Group nodes according to your team’s

naming conventions



Assigning the Texture Maps 
Here I’ll show you how to plug in each texture map into the PxrSurface Node, except for Height, 
which I will do in its own section. 

1. With your cursor in the Hypershade’s node graph, hit Tab
a. Search for PxrTexture



2. This will be for the material’s Diffuse Color. Click the folder icon next to Filename and
navigate to your Diffuse texture map.

a. You should see a checkbox that says “Linearize”. Make sure this box is
CHECKED!! Otherwise your texture may appear washed out. Do this for all the
PxrTexture nodes that you create.

3. On the DiffuseColor PxrTexture node, drag the Result RGB output and connect it to
Diffuse Color on the PxrSurface node

4. Create another PxrTexture node. This will be Specular Face Color. Plug in your texture
map image for Specular. Connect the Result RGB output to Specular Face Color



5. Create another PxrTexture node. This will be for Glossiness. Plug in your Glossiness
texture image. Hit Tab and search for PxrInvert. This will invert the Glossiness map, so
that Renderman can read it as Roughness (like I mentioned in the first section).

a. Plug Result RGB of the PxrTexture node to Input RGB of the Invert node.
b. Plug Result R of the Invert node to Specular Roughness on your material.

PS: if you don’t know how to expand nodes to see more outputs and inputs, just click these 
three little lines in the top right corner of the node: 



6. Hit Tab and search for PxrNormalMap. This is where you will plug in your Normal
texture. Connect Result N to Bump Normal

7. Here’s what the full network looks like (not including height map):



8. Run an IPR render to see how it looks! If you see a texture that says RENDERMAN in
blue letters with a grey background, don’t panic. This is normal. It just takes a bit for
Renderman to read the texture file. If the texture doesn’t load after a minute, close the
IPR render and run it again.

Renderman will automatically create a .tex version of your texture files, so that it can 
read them. So if you see .tex files in your texture folder, don’t delete them! They are 
friendly! (It won’t hurt anything if you do delete them, though. It just means Renderman 
will have to take time to read them again.) 

If your IPR window is black, try creating some lights. 

If your texture looks too washed out and pale, look at all the PxrTexture nodes to double 
check that they are Linearized! 



Using a Height Map as Displacement 
If the Normal map provides enough of a bump map for your texture, then no need to even use 
the Height map. However, if the normal map just doesn’t cut it (like if the bumps aren’t high 
enough), then you can use a Height map with the PxrDisplace node. 

1. Create a PxrTexture node. Plug your Height map into Filename.
2. Create a PxrDisplace node. Disconnect it from the blue SG node that comes with it.
3. Connect the PxrTexture’s Result R to Disp Scalar on the PxrDisplace.
4. Connect the PxrDisplace’s Out Color to the top left Circle on your material’s Shader

Group. Click “Other” and find rman__displacement on the list.
5. Here’s what the Network looks like:

6. Run an IPR render. Your object may appear to have holes and errors, like this:

a. This is because the object’s Displacement Bound is too low. To fix this:



7. Click on the object. In the Attribute Editor, click its <name>Shape tab. Under RenderMan >
Displacement, change the Displacement Bound to a higher number.

a. The holes in the mesh should disappear

8. The holes are gone, but The yarn is still more intense than I want. To finetune it, click on the
Height PxrTexture node in the Hypershade Window.

a. Lower the Color Scale value until the height looks how you want.



Yay! 
Note: The height is not affecting his button eyes because they are black in the Height texture 
map. If you want part of an object to not carry any height, make them pure black in Substance 
Painter or Photoshop. 



Surface Material 
By default, your asset with a PxrSurface will appear as a lambert material in the viewport. You 
can change this to another Maya default material. 

1. Click the Shader Group node
2. Look in the Surface Material box. You can assign materials here. (this will not affect the

way the PxrSurface renders)

3. NOTE: Without a surface material your object will appear black or green in the viewport.



What if my Substance Painter project is set to Metallic Roughness and 
not Specular Glossiness? 

First: It depends. Does your texture include any metal surfaces? 
1. If No: Great! Then no need to worry at all. Just export Base Color, Roughness, Normal,

and Specular (and Height if needed) - Rename BaseColor to DiffuseColor per your
naming conventions

a. In Renderman, Plug BaseColor into the DiffuseColor input, and Plug Roughness
into the SpecularRoughness input. No need to add a PxrInvert, because
Renderman will read the Roughness map as is.

b. The rest is exactly the same.
2. If Yes, there is metal, then follow these next steps.

a. Why it matters: Diffuse differs from Base Color, because in a Diffuse map, Black
can be read as metal. The color of the metal is determined by the Specular Color,
and the shininess of the metal is determined by the Glossiness/Roughness.

b. Renderman works in a Diffuse-based workflow, meaning that your Base Color
and Metallic maps will not work.

It’s going to take a couple extra steps, but do not sweat. 

1. First, add Diffuse to the channels in your Texture Set settings. Get rid of Metallic.



2. In every layer that uses Base Color, change the Diffuse Color to match.

Toggle between Diffuse view and Base Color view to make sure they match. 

3. Any part of your surface that is metal should be black. You can give the metal color
using the Specular color. It might take some trial and error and switching between
Substance Painter and Renderman to get it to look correct

4. When you export your textures, DO NOT export base color. Export Diffuse.
5. When you import your textures into Renderman, plug Roughness into the Specular

Roughness input. No need to add a PxrInvert, because Renderman will read the
Roughness map as is.
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